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SOME  TOTALLY  REAL  MINIMAL  SURFACES  IN   CP2

CHORNG-SHI   HOUH

Abstract. Totally real minimal surfaces with constant scalar

normal curvature in CP2 are totally geodesic or nonpositive

curved surfaces.

1. Introduction. A submanifold M of the complex projective space

CPn is called totally real if for every point x e M, TX(M) is perpendicular

to JTX(M) [3]. Here TX(M) is the tangent space of M at x and J is the

complex structure. In this paper we shall prove the following:

Main Theorem. Let M2 be a totally real minimal surface in CP2 with

constant scalar normal curvature. Then M2 is totally geodesic or a non-

positive curved surface.

2. Local formulas. We consider the Fubini-Study metric in CP2 so

that CP2 becomes a Kahler manifold with constant holomorphic sectional

curvature 1. From now on we consider a totally real surface M2 in CP2.

Then we can choose an orthonormal frame field {ex, e2, e3, e4} on CP2

so that

(2.1) ex, e2 E T(M2),    e3 = Jex,    eá = Je2.

With respect to this frame, the complex structure J may be expressed by

the matrix

(2.2) (JAB)

Let to1, a)2, ft)3, ft»4 be the field of dual frames. Then the structure equa-

tions of CP2 are given by

(2.3) dft>   = — 2^ (tiK A ft) ,       cú~b + coA = 0,

dmB = — 2, (oc A wb + Oyj,
(2-4) -4      , V „a       c .     D va       .   VA r.

^H = Ï Z, K-ßCD0*     A w    ' KI!CD + KBDC = 0.
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We shall make use of the following convention on the ranges of indices:

l^A,B,C, ■ ■ -<4; l^i,j,k, ■ • ;<2; 3^a,ß,y, ■ ■ -^4. Restricting these

forms to M2 we have co*=0. Since 0=d(o"= — 2 ¡»"'Aw', by Cartan's

lemma we may write

(2.5) of' = 2 Ihjoj1,       h% = h"H.

Here A*, are the coefficients of the second fundamental form A for M2.

From these formulas we obtain

(2.6) da> = — V en', A coJ,        m) + co¿ = 0,

(2.7) doj) = — V co'j. A cu, + £2',        Ü.) = \ V R'm°>  A w >

(2.8) R*,, = K*m + f(hlh'H - Kfy,

(2.9) dm% m -£ ^ Ai.cuj + O?,        Q? = ¡2 Rî*'w* A ft)''

(2.10) R^ = ^,+ J(tó(-hX)-

The forms (co$) define a connection in the tangent bundle T(M) and

(co'ß) define a connection in the normal bundle TL(M).

Denoting

(2.11) Kw = 2 SfifSßfj,       Sßi} = 2_,(h^khjk — h%hik),
x.ß.i.j

we call KN the ¿co/ar «orwa/ curvature of A/2 [1].

We define h*ik and A«rti by

(2.12) 2 «ûx = dh*u - 2 a>< - 2 «>:■ + 2 *&**

(2.13) 2 *&#• = <*«?* - 2 o»i - 2 n«x - 2 #**& + 2 *£*«>?■
The Laplacian AA^ is given byP J

(2.14) A/4-= 2«^,-

Since M2 is minimal in CF2, 2 Ä»=0 for all a. By (2.22) of [2] we have

Ml = y(2K*ßkyik - Klptâ + 2K°ßkjhßk>)
fi.k

(2.15) +2 (KSÄ + **>#^ + 2KTikKnk)

+ 2 VKJ&U - Ktântti - KJiLHi - h*mjhßkM-
ß.m.k

3. Proof of theorems.    Since CP2 is of constant holomorphic curvature

1 with respect to the Fubini-Study metric, the curvature tensor A/fcz> of
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CP2 with respect to the frame (2.1 ) is given by

(3.1) KBCD = \(bACàBD — ôADôBC + JACJBn — dADJBC + 2JinJCD).

Breaking down the indices in (3.1) we have, from (2.2),

¡C-3      _   i j^l       _   i
^412 —   4~> JV212 —   ï>

(3.2) K°ßii=0,       K^ = 0,        Kfo~9,       K°ik = 0

>ßya  =   A°xy"ßö  ~  "no"ßy

ißy  =

Kßyl  —   H^aAí  —  ^Ay)-

Using the fact that y is a Kahler structure, V./=0, we have that Ve3=

VJex=JVex, from which we conclude that (o32=coiX, i.e.,

(3.3) h\2 = h\x,       h322 = h\9.

If necessary we may perform an orthogonal transformation in the normal

bundle so that we may assume h[2=0. Under the orthogonal transforma-

tion in the normal bundle ex, e2 are transformed according to the relations

ex=— Je3, e2=—Jei. (2.2) remains clearly unchanged under such a

transformation. Thus the second fundamental forms of the minimal

surface M2 are expressed by the following matrices

la      0  \ / 0      -a
(3.4) (h3,) = ,        (O =

\0    —at \ — a     0

Using (2.15), (3.2) and (3.4) we have

-A/4 = A/4 = -la + 6a3,       Ah3X2 = A/4 = 0,

(15) A/t4, = A/4 = 0,       A/4 = A/4 = -la + 6a3.

Next for the Laplacian of KN we have the following formula [1]

IAKX=   2   (Shjkf + 2    I    SUVA-hmhm)
x,ß,i.j,k x,ß,i,3,Jc,l

(3*6) + 4 2   S'ßil(M^)h'Jk,
OL.ß.i.i.k

where Saßij1e is the covariant derivative of S£„, that is

(3.7) s;in = 2 Wkrtk + Kk^ki - fcWi» - *»0

Since we have assumed that A/2 has constant scalar normal curvature,

the right side of (3.6) is 0. On the other hand, from (2.12) and (3.4),

-hlxkwk = h¡2k(ok = h*x2kcok = h¡xkojk = -da,Ilk1"    —  "22k1"    —  "12k1"    —  "21fcu

3x2ktok = h32Xktok = h¡xkojk = -h¡2kcok = -2aft)12 - a«;*.
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These yield the following:

J.3      _ (,.1       _ J,4 ¡,4 _
"111  —   — "221  —   —"121   —   _n2U  —  ">li

h3     —  — h3     —  — h"     —  —hl     — n"112 — "222 — "122 — "212  —  ">2>

V3-8) 7,3      _   1,3      _   K4        _   _l4
"121  —  "211  —  "111  — "221>

Vfi      _   1,3      _   / 4       _ r4^122 —   "212 —  "112 — "222'

From (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8) we have

4 4 4 4 2
■^3ii = •->322 = 0,        0312 =     0321 = 2a ,

(3.") "3111 = ^3112 = ^3221 ■■ ^3222 = ">

•J3121 = (2o ),i,        ^3122 = \2a ),2.

By (3.5), (3.8) and (3.9):

2 (S/W8 = 2[(2a2)„]2 + 2[(2a2),2]2,

2 2 S^/Oîbi - Oîw) = SftAif + 8[(a2),2]2,

+ 32a2[(A?21)2 + (A?22)2]

4 2 S^AA?^ = 24°4(' - 8a2).

Substituting these in the right of (3.6) we have

4[(2«2),,]2 + 4[(2«2),2]2 + 24a4(l - 8a2) + 32a2[(A321)2 + (A322)2] = 0.

This concludes that a4(l —8a2)^0. Since a is continuous (actually 16a4 =

A'jV=constant) we have that a=0 or a2~^.\ everywhere.

For a minimal surface M2, it is standard that J.x,i,j(h'¡j)2=2(K1212—K)

where K is the Gauss curvature of M2. By (3.2) and (3.4) we have

2(i-A0=4a2. Thus if a=0 then K=\, if a2^\ then K^O. We now have

Theorem 1. If M2 is a totally real minimal surface in CP2 with constant

scalar normal curvature, then M2 is either totally geodesic with Gauss

curvature K= \ or M2 is a nonpositive curved surface.

Yau in [3] proved the following theorem: Let M2 be a totally real

minimal surface of a Kahler surface with constant holomorphic sectional

curvature c. If M2 is complete nonpositive curved with Gauss curvature

K and if c/4 — A^a>0 for some constant a, then M2 is totally geodesic

or flat. Combining this result and Theorem 1, we have

Theorem 2. Let M2 be a complete totally real minimal surface in

CP2 with constant scalar normal curvature. Then M2 is totally geodesic or

flat.
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